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New United Surgical Website Seeks Outsourcing Partners for Bangladesh
Factory
United Surgical launched a website this week tasked with identifying and developing
partnerships with firms seeking a superior outsourcing solution for their textile and plastics
manufacturing. That solution lies in the nation of Bangladesh.
Solvang, California (PRWEB) April 3, 2009 - United Surgical announces the launch of a new website,
ManufactureBD.com. The site's goal is to generate interest and inquiries among U.S. firms in partnering to outsource
their textile and plastics manufacturing operations to United Surgical's facility in Dhaka, Bangladesh.
Russell Moir, United Smgical's President, explains, "We established ManufactureBD.com to showcase Bangladesh's
superiority as an outsourcing alternative for U.S. firms over China, India, Southeast Asia and other choices. Over the
last year, for example, China has endured a thirty-percent rise in its labor rate, a shrinking labor force and numerous
highly publicized setbacks in quality control."
"Bangladesh, in contrast, boasts an expanding, vibrant economy, a political, trade and tariff structure and
intellectual property protection that's very friendly to Western entry and operation - and a labor rate that's less
than one-third of China's."

ManufactureBD.com offers decision makers a comprehensive catalog of resources on its Dig Deeper page, from
geographic, climatic and demographic information on Bangladesh to expert industry, governmental and fiscal
analyses - even hints on travel, business dress and cross-cultural business practices.

"Looking around at what was available on the Web for westerners looking to do business in Bangladesh, we
discovered a real information vacuum. We conceived ManufactureBD.com to be a comprehensive destination for any
business owner weighing a relocation of their manufacturing operation to the most advantageous location," says
Spencer Stewart, ManufactureBD.com spokesperson. "We're convinced the most advantageous location for textile
and plastics manufacturing for the foreseeable future is Bangladesh."
For more information on Bangladesh as a host for outsourced manufacturing, contact Spencer Stewart or visit
http://www.manufacturebd.com.

About United Surgical:
United Surgical has been a leading manufacturer and supplier of orthopedic soft goods to the U.S. medical profession
for thirty years. United Surgical maintains a wholly owned factory in Dhaka, Bangladesh.
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